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CATEGORY: C 
(Students in the literature MA program should 
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planning their courses.) 

 

Toni Morrison and Charles Johnson 

This seminar examines two of the contemporary African-American literature’s most important voices, writers who – 
whether through the tropes of magical realism or the paradoxes of phenomenology – have thoroughly interrogated 
the fate of black subjectivity across history.  Morrison, Nobel laureate, needs no introduction.  Johnson – National 
Book Award winner, professor at the University of Washington in Seattle, philosophy Ph.D., former political 
cartoonist, practicing Buddhist and martial artist – shouldn’t, but might.  In studying them side by side we’ll be 
interested in comparing their depictions of personhood and agency through radical fictional means.  One recurrent 
concern will be the applicability to these writers’ fiction of critical legal studies/critical race theory, particularly in the 
case of Morrison, who has built something of a side-career as a writer on race and law.  Other topics for discussion 
will include: important artistic precursors; trauma, comedy, and the varying grounds from which to launch 
representations of slavery; spiritualities that offer alternatives to Christianity; and issues of community – rural and 
urban settings, segregated enclaves, scapegoating, and what Morrison once called “village values.”  

Our seminar will be divided into four parts.  Part I will consider “The Uses of African Heritage” and juxtapose 
Morrison’s Song of Solomon with Johnson’s short story collection The Sorcerer’s Apprentice.  Part II will cover 
“The Neo-Slave Narrative”; we’ll read Beloved alongside Oxherding Tale and Middle Passage (with a short stop-
over at Melville’s “Benito Cereno”).  Part III, “Legacies of Civil Rights,” will work through Morrison’s Paradise and 
Love as well as Johnson’s Dreamer (a novel about a doppelgänger of Martin Luther King) and some stories in Dr. 
King’s Refrigerator.  Part IV will be a brief coda examining Johnson’s controversial statements about Morrison’s 
characterizations of black men and various other takes on gender within black experience and literature.  If there’s 
time, we’ll also have a week where students choose the reading from the parts of these corpuses left untouched. 

Throughout these units we’ll draw on literary criticism and other works by each writer – Morrison’s Playing in the 
Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination and her early essays on ancestry, Johnson’s Being and Race: Black 
Writing Since 1970 and his essays on Buddhism – as well as Morrison’s important introductions to collections 
treating critical legal studies, nationhood, Anita Hill, Clarence Thomas, and O.J. Simpson. 

Weekly critical readings will likely come from, among others, Henry Louis Gates, Orlando Patterson, Hortense 
Spillers, Hazel Carby, Ashraf Rushdy, LaVinia Delois Jennings, Homi Bhabha, Mahdu Dubey, William Nash, Philip 
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Weinstein, and Kimberle Crenshaw et al., eds., Critical Race Theory.  (Each student will cover some of this critical 
territory for her peers by writing one book review and presenting it to the class.) 

Requirements and grading: 

• 20% Participation 
• 15% Class presentation (including leading seminar discussion) 
• 15% Review of a critical book (1000 words) and brief presentation to class 
• 15% Two short response essays, one on each writer (750 words) 
• 35% Research paper of article-length 

Of course, the details are subject to change. 
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